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HAL- THE SILENT MUSICIAN 

“HAL” is a short film created and directed by Actor Alexis Rhee Who 

Played the Character of Kim Lee in The Academy Award Winning Film 

Crash and a Returned Guest on ABC’s Newest Sitcom Dr. Ken  

Alexis Rhee, speaker, professional violinist, director, and actor in movies like Academy 

Award Winning movie Crash, Norbit and a frequent guest on the new ABC's sitcom "Dr. 

Ken," announced that she has a new project/movie called HAL bringing Alzheimer’s 

awareness to the screen.   

An advocate for preserving the ARTS Alexis explains her project “Hal (EMILIO PALAME), 

a Jazz Pianist afflicted by Alzheimer's disease, meets Alice (Alexis Rhee), a Violinist, when 

she admits her mother to the same care facility. Through an exploration of music 

together, they form a bond that's as soulful and beautiful as the music they 

create.  After a final performance together, will Hal remember Alice? This script was 

written to explore the possibility that we might lose our mind to the disease but not who 

we are, the soulful beings”. 

Survived by her mother from complications of Alzheimer’s, Alexis Rhee understands first-

hand what is to lose someone to this dreadful disease.  Alexis explains why this has 

become a passion “the subject matter is very close to my heart for a couple of reasons: 

I lost my mother to the disease 5 years ago.  Also I have been a musician and an Actor 

for all my life.  I have witnessed so many brilliant musicians get succumbed to the 

disease and silently pass away.  Unfortunately the cure for Alzheimer's disease has not 

been found to this day.” 

Alexis Rhee’s short-film will be a feature film in the near future. Her short-film is in need of 

sponsors and donations and time is of the essence with 10 days left to raise funds. Alexis 

explains “I truly believe that we can literally move a mountain when we put our energy 

together.  I have a strong faith in you and that you will help us to give these silent 

musicians a voice one more time by making this project a reality!”   

For more information regarding Alexis Rhee’s short-film HAL and how you can donate or 

be part of this amazing opportunity please visit 

https://www.indiegogo.com/projects/hal-a-short-movie#/.  For more information on this 

project please contact Vivionne Keli at vivionne@vivionnekeli.com. 
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